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"Elder Quinn, the reason I came over is that I truly want to recruit you into joining Cynthion Group. Don't worry, as long as you’re

willing to join us, I'll find a way to kill the Scarlet Thief and avenge your loved ones' deaths," Leon said earnestly as he fixated his

gaze on Chandler's face.

"You're going to help us kill the Scarlet Thief? What a joke! Hey, you punk, do you know just how powerful he is? He's one of the

highest-ranking criminals on the Criminal List, and isn’t someone that you should mess with! I accept your kindness, but I don't

intend to ask anyone for help, so please show yourselves out!" Chandler snapped in response.

Although Leon was behaving very earnestly, he still could not help generalizing Leon as a cocky young man based on his claims.

With that, he decided not to entertain Leon any further and instead limped back towards his house, intending to shut the door on

them in hopes they would go away!

"Elder Quinn, let's not talk about the Scarlet Thief for now! if you're willing to join Cynthion Group, I can cure your leg right now. I

wonder if you'd be interested in that?" Leon added calmly as he watched Chandler walk back towards the house.

"What?" Chandler could not believe his ears. He paused in his footsteps, then turned around. "Are you serious when you said

you can cure my leg?" he asked with a sharp tone.

A glimmer of excitement crept into his otherwise calm and unfaltering eyes.

Although he was not too far behind the Scarlet Thief in terms of his power, he was still disabled by his crippled leg. Even if he did

manage to catch up with the Scarlet Thief, he would still be at a significant disadvantage during combat!

However, this Leon Wolf was claiming that he could help him cure his leg! This had no doubt ignited newfound hope within him.

If his leg was cured, this would not only be the solution to his longstanding mobility problem but would even increase his chances

of triumphing against the Scarlet Thief!

Defeating the Scarlet Thief was no doubt the most important thing he had to accomplish during his lifetime!

"Yes, I'm serious! I'm well-versed in medicine, and if my estimation is correct, there's a seventy-percent chance that I'll be able to

cure your leg! However, to be specific, I need to first examine your leg for an accurate picture," Leon replied solemnly. Although

he was yet to inspect Chandler's leg, he could tell from Chandler's general appearance that his leg was not too severely injured

at all!

With his medical expertise, it would not be too difficult to cure Chandler at all!

"I didn't know Mister Wolf is a doctor too," Henry was a little surprised by this. He knew that apart from being an outstanding

alchemist, Leon was also a talented martial artist, but this was his first time hearing of Leon's expertise in medicine.

"Of course! There's no one better than him at this!" Mason exclaimed in admiration. Since he followed Leon to the Southern

region from Springfield City, he was naturally familiar with Leon's accomplishments.

During their time in Springfield City, Leon helped countless people with his medical expertise, not to mention his resurrection of

Iris rocked the entire town!

Everyone in Springfield City knew of Leon's successful resurrection, and Mason was no exception.

Although Leon still had plenty of room to improve in his martial arts training on account of his young age, Mason was certain that

no one in the Southern region or even the entire Sky County could surpass Leon in terms of his medical expertise!
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